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BCIS-1305 Business Computer Applications 

TARRANT COUNTY COLLEGE DISTRICT MASTER SYLLABUS 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

Students will study computer terminology, hardware, and software related to the 
business environment. The focus of this course is on business productivity software 
applications and professional behavior in computing, including word processing (as 
needed), spreadsheets, databases, presentation graphics, and business-oriented 
utilization of the internet. 

COURSE TYPE 

Academic Non-Core 

COURSE GOALS AND LEARNING OUTCOMES 

Upon successful completion of this course, students will: 

1. Describe the fundamentals of Information Technology (IT) infrastructure 
components: hardware, software, and data communication systems by 
a. identifying and distinguishing between the major microcomputer platforms; 
b. demonstrating an introductory comprehension of different types of 

hardware components (e.g. microprocessors, input, and output devices) in 
terms of their usefulness in supporting the needs of a business or 
organization; 

c. listing the importance of hardware requirements when acquiring software; 
d. describing the process for acquiring and installing operating system and 

user software and operating system and user software upgrades and 
updates; 

e. describing the uses of common utility programs (e.g. file compression and 
virus protection); 

f. identifying the internet and major components of the World Wide Web; 
g. discussing the use of the internet to facilitate communication in the 

business environment (e.g. email and social media). 

2. Explain the guiding principles of professional behavior in computing by 
a. discussing the impact of computers and the internet on society (e.g. 

e-commerce, social media, history, and changes in business procedures, 
data access, and transfer of information); 

b. identifying methods of protecting and preserving data, information, and 
their related legal requirements; 
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c. discussing the need to commit to continuing education, lifelong learning, 
awareness of emerging technologies, advocacy of needed legal changes, 
and how technology impacts the legal system; 

d. discussing ethical issues regarding computer usage and information 
systems. 

3. Demonstrate proper file management techniques to manipulate electronic files 
and folders in a local and networked environment by 
a. demonstrating the ability to perform basic file operations (e.g. create, 

copy, move, delete, and archive files) in local, networked, and cloud 
environments; 

b. describing file directory structures and file document formats (e.g. .docx, 
.xlsx, .accdb, and .pptx). 

4. Use business productivity software to manipulate data and find solutions to 
business problems by 
a. analyzing software products for the best-fit solution to fill a particular 

business need; 
b. producing business-oriented products using word processing, 

spreadsheet, database, and presentation graphic software; 
c. developing written documents including research papers, brochures, 

announcements, and other business documents using acceptable 
business formats; 

d. evaluating data and creating documents that require the use of standard 
spreadsheet functions; 

e. creating and analyzing business graphs and charts for making business 
decisions; 

f. organizing data and generating queries for forms and reports for analysis 
in decision making; 

g. creating and delivering a presentation based on internet research; 
h. reviewing and evaluating documents for accuracy and completeness. 

5. Explain the concepts and terminology used in the operation of application 
systems in a business environment by 
a. listing common application system acronyms; 
b. analyzing interactions between the operating system and user software. 

6. Identify emerging technologies for use in business applications by 
a. using the internet for research, information gathering, and evaluation of 

emerging technologies; 
b. discussing emerging technologies and future trends for technology. 

7. Complete projects that integrate business software applications by 
a. creating documents that use both word processing and spreadsheet files; 
b. using spreadsheet or database files with a word processing base 

document to create individualized documents in a mailing list environment; 
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c. using a combination of files from two or more business software products 
to create a business-related presentation; 

d. integrating multimedia elements (e.g. clip art, sound clips, or video) into 
business documents. 

COURSE ASSESSMENT 

Student success is measured by a variety of assessment techniques aligned with 
course goals and learning outcomes. Individual faculty members are responsible for 
designing evaluation instruments to measure student mastery of course goals and 
learning outcomes and indicating the nature of such evaluation instruments in the 
instructor’s class requirements. 

STUDENT ACCESSIBILITY RESOURCES 

Any student with a documented disability needing academic accommodations is 
required to contact the Student Accessibility Resources (SAR) Office located on each 
campus to schedule an appointment with the Coordinator of SAR. All discussions are 
confidential. Because SAR accommodations may require early planning and are not 
provided retroactively, students are encouraged to contact SAR as early in the semester 
as possible. SAR is responsible for approving and coordinating all disability-related 
services. TCC professors will honor requests for accommodation when they are issued 
by SAR. 

SCHOLASTIC DISHONESTY 

Students are responsible for adhering to the TCCD policy on scholastic dishonesty as 
stated in the online student handbook at www.tccd.edu. 

RESOURCES 

For additional information regarding the student handbook, academic calendar, course 
evaluations, attendance policy, SCANS skills, Core Competencies, etc., see 
www.tccd.edu. 


